100 facts about the moral collapse of america that are - michael t snyder is a graduate of the mcintire school of commerce at the university of virginia and has a law degree and an llm from the university of florida law school he is an attorney that has worked for some of the largest and most prominent law firms in washington d c and who now spends his time researching and writing and trying to wake the american people up, the judaic destruction of western culture real jew news - the judaic destruction of western culture the judaic destruction of western culture history articles jewish agenda articles b c 300 many thanks to the servants of jesus christ the judaic destruction, quotes on liberty and virtue - v irute or morality is a necessary spring of popular government george washington can it be that providence has not connected the permanent felicity of a nation with its virtue, moral education encyclopedia com - moral education only a handful of educational theorists hold the view that if only the adult world would get out of the way children would ripen into fully realized people most thinkers educational practitioners and parents acknowledge that children are born helpless and need the care and guidance of adults into their teens and often beyond, invasion after office of tibet - deputy speaker of tibetan parliament in exile addresses the memorial program of george fernandes and lodi gyari rinpoche april 9 2019 members of tibet les enfants de l espoir visits tibetan parlaiment in exile april 9 2019 unbiased and unconditional love must be practised says chief career counsellor dolkar wangmo april 9 2019 unbiased and unconditional love must be practised, the democrat socialists agenda to bludgeon white men and - march fundraiser despite generous donations the still dwindling advertising revenue over the course of the last two years has forced us to completely deplete all our savings just to survive and continue to keep all news pipeline online during the month of march anp is running a fundraising drive please help keep anp alive by donating using one of the following methods, radical reactionary conservative america first populism - radical actions are easily understood compared to reactionary principles the notion that championing tradition means preserving the status quo is beyond absurdity, the continued resilience of quiet america victor davis - it was also the year of the woodstock music festival more than 400 000 thrill seekers showed up on a small farm in the catskill mountains in august 1969 to celebrate three days of peace and, same sex homosexual marriages in the netherlands - same sex marriage ssm in the netherlands part 1 how the dutch were the first to legalize same sex marriage in 2001 1996 first steps in 1996 apr the dutch house of representatives passed two resolutions one with a vote of 81 to 60 asked the government to submit a bill before 1997 aug 1 which would recognize gay and lesbian relationships, united states history map flag population - united states officially united states of america abbreviated u s or u s a byname america country in north america a federal republic of 50 states besides the 48 conterminous states that occupy the middle latitudes of the continent the united states includes the state of alaska at the northwestern extreme of north america and the island state of hawaii in the mid pacific ocean, trump s reckless rhetoric incited cesar sayoc to mail pipe - between the attempted bombings of prominent democrats and the pittsburgh synagogue shooting america has had an awful run up to the midterm elections and president donald trump and his surrogates, civil war coming to america real jew news - or send your contribution to the brother nathanael foundation po box 547 priest river id 83856 e mail brothernathanaelfoundation yahoo com joe cortina is an ex green beret a former airborne special operations officer and us army training center commander joe cortina s subsequent experiences as an intelligence investigator and anti terrorist adviser brought him to such hotbeds of, the continued resilience of quiet america realclearpolitics - it was also the year of the woodstock music festival more than 400 000 thrill seekers showed up on a small farm in the catskill mountains in august 1969 to celebrate three days of peace and music, powell s books the world s largest independent bookstore - shop new used rare and out of print books powell s is an independent bookstore based in portland oregon browse staff picks author features and more, soviet defector yuri bezmenov accurately predicted how - yuri bezmenov a disillusioned soviet kgb agent defected to north america while stationed in india his goal was to save the west from soviet subversion by publicizing kgb tactics and goals, diet for a new america 25th anniversary edition how your - diet for a new america is a powerful indictment of our dietary practices that should be read by everyone interested in healthy living it is a well researched well documented and eye opening account of the myths and truths about meat milk fat and protein, america is becoming a homosexual nation return of kings - in an interesting article written nearly ten years ago a writer by the name of orson scott card has forecasted a lot of what has happened with the rise of homosexual culture in america civilization requires the suppression of natural impulses that would break down the social order civilization thrives only when most members can be persuaded to behave unnaturally and when those who don t, 76 quality products that are still made in the usa cheapism - as the
economy has become increasingly global it s become steadily more difficult to find products made in the united states for many consumers made in usa is a mark of quality that makes a purchase more worthwhile in a 2017 survey by reuters around 7 in 10 respondents said it was important to buy american made and 21 percent said they d be willing to pay up to 10 percent more for it, religion and conflict luc reychler - religion and violence 1 religious wars since the awakening of religion wars have been fought in the name of different gods and goddesses still today most violent conflicts contain religious elements linked up with ethno national inter state economic territorial cultural and other issues, the 94 most badass soldiers who ever lived cracked com - the israelis hardly invented this technique by the way in 1943 11 australian commandos all white disguised themselves as malay fishermen by dyeing their skin brown and boarding a fishing boat they sailed through 2 000 miles of japanese controlled ocean from australia to singapore, america is under attack by 187 groups funded by george - truth action reports they re all here 187 groups being used to destroy america thanks to funding by billionaire george soros here are the groups who are using trump s election as an excuse to take down america, anglo america in prophecy the lost tribes of israel - anglo america in prophecy the lost tribes of israel did the united states descend from manasseh and great britain canada australia and new zealand descend from ephraim, causes of the debt crisis global issues - third world debt has long been recognized as a major obstacle to human development many other problems have arisen because of the enormous debt that third world countries owe to rich countries, conservation biology encyclopedia plant body human - biological communities can be harmed when exotic species are transported by people to a new place deliberately or accidentally in many areas of the world introduced sheep cattle pigs and goats have driven native plants to extinction introduced invasive grasses agricultural weeds and ornamental plants have escaped into the surrounding landscapes replacing the native species, united states of america half staff flag status - presidential proclamation on the death of john david dingell jr issued on february 8 2019 as a mark of respect for the memory and longstanding service of former representative john david dingell jr of michigan the longest serving member of congress in our nation s history i hereby order by the authority vested in me by the constitution and the laws of the united states of, a primer on opus dei in latin america church and state - opus dei latin for the work of god is one of the most conservative orders in the catholic church founded in spain opus dei is especially influential in latin america because of the relationships it has cultivated in political and business circles members and sympathizers of opus dei hold high level positions in various governments and it is one of the main forces supporting conservative, ethan smith s 1823 view of the hebrews - ii district of vermont to wit be it remembered that on the eleventh day of june in the forty seventh year of the independence of the united states of america smith shute of the said district have deposited in this office the title of a book the right whereof they claim as proprietors in the words following to wit view of the hebrews exhibiting the destruction of jerusalem the, the right wing christian dictionary extremely smart - the right wing christian dictionary internet flotsam are you confused by the strange glossary of terms used by politically active right wing christians and organizations like focus on the family the american family association the catholic campaign for america the eagle forum women affirming life and the christian coalition, air raids on japan wikipedia - allied forces conducted many air raids on japan during world war ii causing extensive destruction to the country s cities and killing between 241 000 and 900 000 people during the first years of the pacific war these attacks were limited to the doolittle raid in april 1942 and small scale raids on military positions in the kuril islands from mid 1943, western narrative genre britannica com - western western a genre of novels and short stories motion pictures and television and radio shows that are set in the american west usually in the period from the 1850s to the end of the 19th century though basically an american creation the western had its counterparts in the gaucho literature of, yahoo news latest news headlines - the latest news and headlines from yahoo news get breaking news stories and in depth coverage with videos and photos, abraham lincoln first inaugural address u s inaugural - fellow citizens of the united states in compliance with a custom as old as the government itself i appear before you to address you briefly and to take in your presence the oath prescribed by the constitution of the united states to be taken by the president before he enters on the execution of this office 1 i do not consider it necessary at present for me to discuss those matters of, interview with rabbi abraham abe finkelstein about - and even when we say this outright you don t believe it so that s that s your problem and the bodies eh we are not cannibals so what we do is we take those cause we can make some shekels and we give them to the slaughter houses and there s a pounds and pounds and pounds of meat that we grind up in a sausage and a hamburger and that s why we make those the most popular things, teachers are rising up to resist neoliberal attacks on - fortunately teachers and students are refusing to participate in the destruction of us education the historic strike initiated on january 14 by 33 000 teachers in los angeles the nation s, frida kahlo artworks famous
paintings theartstory - the below artworks are the most important by frida kahlo that both overview the major creative periods and highlight the greatest achievements by the artist artwork description analysis this painting debuted at kahlo s exhibition in julien levy s new york gallery in 1938 and was one of the